Computer simulations of electrokinetic transport in microfabricated channel structures.
A mathematical model describing electrokinetically driven mass transport phenomena in microfabricated chip devices is presented in this paper. The model accounts for principal material transport mechanisms such as electrokinetic migration (electrophoresis and electroosmosis) and diffusion. A computer code that implements the model is capable of simulating transport of materials during electrokinetic manipulation in 2-D channel structures. The computer code allows arbitrary channel geometries with various boundary conditions for the electric field and the sample concentration. Two fundamental microfluidic chip elements, a cross and a mixing tee, are of particular interest. An electrokinetic focusing experiment using a cross structure and mixing in a tee structure are simulated. Simulations revealed an optimum focusing voltage for which the ratio of sample concentration to sample width is maximized. They also verified that the mixing tee provides very accurate dilution/mixing characteristics for both charged and neutral samples. Good agreement between simulated and experimental data verified the accuracy of the mathematical model.